
The Littoral 

by William Illsey Atkinson 

It’s an ill wind that blows nobody good, but of all ills global warming was the illest. 

The bad stuff was breathtaking – a hundred thousand miles of shoreline gone to hell, river 

blindness savaging populations that had never known such things, farmland drowned until 

the First World turned to hydroponics and the Third World starved. From 2000 to 2900, as 

the polar ice caps liquefied and thermal expansion did its dirty work, Earth’s oceans rose six 

inches a year. The continental shelves tripled in area and cities from Amsterdam to Singapore 

disappeared. It was a sailor’s planet. 

The richer places coped. New York and London eked out a precarious existence 

behind huge levees, as far below sea level as Death Valley once had been. Canary Wharf and 

the New Trade Center rose above the waves, but everything else was sixty seconds away 

from immolation. When you docked in Manhattan you took the elevator down twenty stories 

and tried not to think of all the water that hung above your head. 

Despite all this, like that old ill wind, a hot planet brought unforeseen benefits. 

Hilltop villages in Chile, Canada and Norway found themselves with beachfront property. 

Changed weather made deserts bloom. And academically - since every disaster generates an 

urgent need for understanding - certain disciplines got new leases on life. The universities 



were the great success stories. It was high noon for theoretical tectonics and climate 

modeling; above all for subsea archaeology, whose scope quintupled overnight. There was 

that much more acreage to explore. 

For the excavators, there was no such thing as garbage. Things that in their day had 

been commonplace nuisances - old batteries, used condoms, bottle caps - became the arcana 

of specialized departments once they were drowned. The detritus of the past became the 

prized arcana of archaeological excavation; in the words of the ancient philosopher Wal-tkel-

li, yesterday’s garbage was tomorrow’s bouquet. 

 

Dr James Jabul Hammond began his exploration of ancient Alexandria in 2880. He 

started as a graduate student under Salim Arar at the Abu Wah’hid excavations, won four 

consecutive postdoctoral fellowships and an assistant professorship at the University of 

Cairo, and acceded to Head of Antiquities there without a single day away from his favorite 

site. He lectured his postdocs at the Alexandrian shoreline or underwater, and configured 

every examination as an on-site practicum. Hammond even jettisoned state-of-the-art 

underwater technology for archaic subsea gear. He dispensed with reverse-osmosis helmets 

and substituted self- contained underwater breathing apparatus that he and his technicians 

machined from archived specifications. RO equipment, Hammond said, reduced his field of 

vision and gave him claustrophobia. So his colleagues and students were treated to the sight 

of the world’s most distinguished archaeologist free-swimming fifty meters below the 

Mediterranean, emitting clouds of sunlit bubbles from a pressure regulator attached to a 

compressed air tank. It was both a startling anachronism and a perfect symbol, as if 

Schliemann had worn a bronze helmet with leather cheek flaps and a horsehair crest while 

excavating Troy.  



Hammond trimmed his two air tanks to neutral buoyancy and moved underwater as if 

weightless. While the tanks’ high mass and hydrodynamic inefficiency made them clumsy, 

for Hammond’s purposes the equipment worked perfectly. He’d adopted scuba in his mid-

forties and continued throughout his fifties and sixties until his replica equipment became a 

trademark. The only change that Hammond had made was to adopt twin tanks in place of 

one, doubling the time he could work at depth. He charged his tanks with a nitrogen-free gas 

admixture and took care to ascend slowly from depth. This kept him from the disorientation 

of nitrogen narcosis and, more importantly, from the deadly menace of the bends. Writhing 

in agony as your blood fizzed like soda pop was an ugly way to die.  

Yet accidental death requires inattention; inattention is the burden of age; and at 

eighty-nine, Hammond was barely in his prime. Back when scuba was invented, a eukaryotic 

cell lost two per cent of its telomeres, the skeins on which its nuclear DNA was wound, with 

each division. After 50 divisions the telomere eroded and the cell died. But in Hammond’s 

time, applied telomeromics fooled the average human cell into thinking it was still young 

after 200 divisions. In Hammond’s time people routinely lived three hundred years. Besides, 

Hammond had mastered the ancient craft of scuba and used his gear without incident.  

Until one day.  

# 

Tuesday, 40 NineMonth, PE 2916: early afternoon. Hammond always went solo on 

Tuesdays. It was his gift to himself, a regular occasion for contemplative downtime. And it 

kept him ahead of his own excavators. There were payoffs in making undersea archaeology a 

group science like HE gravitics or applied tectonics: mobs could accomplish things that 

individuals could not attempt. Yet there were drawbacks too. For one thing, each subgroup 

got in its colleagues’ way. The site stakers ran into the laser-gridders, who fouled the isotope 

extractors, who buggered up the NMR and gamma-diffraction teams. For a scientist as senior 



as Hammond, underwater archaeology was one-tenth investigation and nine-tenths human 

management. Tuesdays were his time to walk away from that. 

Swim away, rather. Once a week Hammond suited up, charged his twin tanks, and 

slipped lazily beyond a seething mass of investigators. Right now, as Hammond left them, 

the mob were wrestling with the cultural effects of traffic lights. This was his time to explore, 

survey, brainstorm, free of others. And he did.  

 

Alexandria:  inhabited five thousand years. Other sites cast light on trade routes and 

technologies. But Alexandria illuminates a planet, from the first detection of its globular 

shape through today’s single currency, economy, and language. Alexandria is not a single-

instrument sonata. Alexandria is a whole string quartet.  

 

Hammond swam like the ancients, with long, efficient strokes of his legs, and his 

arms tight to his sides. His one concession to modernity was his dress. Instead of a wetsuit he 

wore a nifty little laminar effector on his belt. It bound a fifty-micron shell of water to his 

skin at a uniform 300 Celsius, sheltering him from the frigid currents that occasionally surged 

above the thermocline. This skin-shell also kept him optimally cool, pulling warmth from his 

muscles and keeping him from overheating when he swam more strenuously. And the high-

viscosity field extended half a meter past his toes, giving him a pair of virtual swim fins. Fish 

paid him no attention as he wafted by.  

Hammond’s depth gauge said he was holding at sixty meters. This was near the 

lumipause, the layer at which natural light dwindled to ten per cent of its surface intensity. 

Not only did this approach the limit of unassisted vision, it cost him twice the oxygen he used 

at the surface. But so what? It was Tuesday; no assistants swam nearby to nag him; he was 

alone. He could do what he wanted. 



Hammond enjoyed his solitude because it meant more than temporary escape. His 

position now in four-space, his point on an incomplete grid map at this specific depth and 

time, marked his discipline’s frontier. Here, now, where nobody had set foot (or fin) for 

centuries, was where Hammond had to be. This was ground zero, the place where the next 

great finds might be made.  

Most senior scientists were desk jockeys by Hammond’s age: not him. If he had one 

overriding wish it was to die with his tanks on. This was more than ego. Of all his colleagues 

young or old, he was still the best at nosing things out of this risky offshore wilderness. More 

than once, a half-second gleam unnoticed or ignored by his colleagues had showed 

Hammond something of incalculable value – a knife, a shell, the rusted turret of a silt-

covered corvette. Hammond’s eye was the best there was. 

God knew there was enough for it to work on. The history of Alexandria was the 

history of the rising sea: the farther out you got the deeper sank the bottom - and the farther 

back you moved in time. Currently Hammond’s depth gauge said 80m and his ladar put the 

bottom another 10m below that. In old units, in which Hammond dabbled to amuse himself, 

the seafloor he surveyed was three hundred feet below the surface. That translated to six or 

seven centuries in the past: the time of King Fahd, the Turkish occupation, el-Orens and the 

British Empire.  

Just ahead of him loomed the detritus of an earlier city, the seat of  the 19th-century 

Khedive. Another five hundred meters would bring him over the Alexandria of the satraps; a 

kilometer beyond that to the kingdom of Cleopatra and Mark Antony. And four hundred 

meters after that, you reached the end of everything. No weapons, no buildings, no tombs, no 

artifacts: zip. Only the loam of Upper Egypt, swept downstream by the river whose floods 

had catalyzed history and mathematics, religions and philosophies and weapons-grade 



bronze. A few short kilometers offshore, the whole historical record stopped dead. You could 

dig forever and find nothing but chalk. 

That had always puzzled Hammond – the Old Kingdom springing fully formed with 

no precursors. It was as if people awoke one morning and said, “Right! Time to create 

civilization!” And they had, everything from wheels and levers to the engaged column. There 

was no long slow lead-up, as should have occurred. There was nothing, and then there was 

Egypt. It was absurd, laughable, but that was how the archaeological evidence read. The most 

advanced technology in the world had scanned the seabed off Alexandria for decades and 

mapped nothing but a featureless plain. History had erupted overnight: That was the only 

conclusion, unsatisfying as it was. The greatest riddle in history was history itself. 

A brief gleam caught Hammond’s eye. He halted, circled till he recaptured the gleam 

he’d seen, then spiralled down to investigate. Probably nothing; it was almost always 

nothing; but there was always that off-chance that Hammond lived for. As he descended, he 

hummed one of the twentieth-century ditties that drove his colleagues nuts. Lie down pretty 

Betty, see what tomorrow will bring; It may be sorrow, it may be a diamond ring.  

This time it was both. 

 

The tanker lay where she had sunk after being torpedoed. A lightning-quick capsize 

in shallow harbor water; two holds exploded and a third blown inward by hydrostatic strain 

as she went down. Hammond estimated no more than three minutes from torpedo impact to 

sinking. He couldn’t see a human skeleton, but there were bound to be some: At these slight 

depths the pressure wasn’t high enough to dissolve bone quickly. The corpses in the Titanic 

were gone within a year, but sailors interred in this wreck might still be around - at least the 

mineralized parts of them. Hammond got ready to return the grin of a skull. 



He levelled off and did a close inspection two meters above the twilit seafloor, just 

high enough not to disturb the silt. His heart went pum-pum-pum with excitement; he slowed 

his breathing by will power. In both size and impact, this find was huge. The world’s 

libraries held trillions of bytes on events and equipment from the first six decades of the 

1900s, but a dig was to data as sex was to pornography. A site answered questions that 

libraries couldn’t: What cigarettes people smoked, who made the bullets that killed them, 

what cotton was in their uniforms. A site revealed things that had never occurred to you. 

Hammond was continually flabbergasted by what turned up - how long the Earth’s long-

vanished white race had monopolized the officer corps, or the dominance of chemical 

explosives for a century after lasers came along. Insights like those came only from digs. 

This site looked impressive. Here was a gun emplacement, dark-green cylinders 

canted at the surface overhead. Hammond recognized the weapons: Twin Bofors, firing 

alternately a hundred rounds a minute against aircraft. A rig like that on a clumsy old tub 

meant wartime. WWII then: Maybe Tobruk. The stretches of hull that Hammond saw were 

devoid of insignia, as if their oil-based paint hadn’t weathered the years well. Maybe French, 

maybe British, maybe German? Italian even: The Bofors didn’t nail that down. The Swedes 

like all nonbelligerents sold arms to anyone who could pay, a fact that seldom cropped up in 

the neutrals’ holier-than-thou pronouncements. Hammond’s lips twisted around his 

mouthpiece in a wry smile. Everywhere, everywhen, human beings were the same.  

Beneath him the ambient silt began to stir. Hammond slowed, then rose two meters. 

Odd that the overburden here was so sensitive. Except for a thin top film, such stuff should 

be as solid as concrete: This ship had lain for eight hundred years where it fell. Despite this 

rational expectation, the slight turbulence of Hammond’s virtual fins had raised a large cloud 

of muck. The silt was behaving as if it had been deposited within the last half-century, 

instead of accumulating for nearly a millennium.  



And that absence of insignia.  

As if the ship’s outer hull had been exposed to water for a long time after it sank. 

Hammond stopped swimming and hovered motionless. Odd, indeed. He couldn’t 

think of anything to explain this. The silt cloud below him had an odd color: A silver-white 

that shone like summer mist even in this dim light. Very strange. Hammond opened a belt 

pouch and scooped a sample for later analysis. 

Well. No point remaining now. By the time the silt cloud thinned he’d be out of air, 

even with two nearly full tanks.  

For the first time Hammond felt tempted to use osmotic equipment when he returned. 

With it he could stay put till he regained visibility, even if that took half a day. And the 

newer helmets held imaging sonar that could pierce this murk better than a searchlight.  

But the temptation to upgrade his technology was fleeting. Like all archaeologists, 

Hammond was a creature of habit: Why consider this trade at all if you didn’t hunger to 

know how the past had functioned? Besides, osmotics would cost him his most cherished 

possession - his nickname. For the last thirty years he’d had it, and he wasn’t about to 

surrender it now. He’d return as now, tricked out in scuba. 

Hammond held up his right wrist, tapped some buttons, and fixed the site’s 4D co-

ordinates into his locator. Just to be sure, he took an echobug from a leg pouch and lobbed it 

into the center of the swirling cloud. The bug would transpond a scientist’s finder signal from 

underneath a half-meter of mud.  

Sure of relocating his find, Hammond started for the surface in slow loops, stopping 

every ten vertical meters to decompress. Every time he slowed, the silt cloud boiled around 

him. God damn, that was strange. Silt had no right to behave like that. It was unnatural. The 

thought gnawed at Hammond all the way back to the University’s floating base.  

 



It was six PM when Hammond left the water and bloodied his nose on his precious 

Tuesday’s clamorous end. Bodies jostled around him, waving artifacts and printouts; clear 

whispers in the air announced com incoming unless he explicitly refused.  

Refuse all, Hammond muttered through clenched teeth. This was the worst time of the 

week; each of his twelve-hour breaks worsened the pressures that had justified it. Hammond 

wondered if the historical ages he studied had known this problem.  

Finally it was midnight. Hammond waved away all acolytes and supplicants, bit down 

hard on the bicuspid pressure switch that sent all incom to a holding tank, rose from his deck 

chair, stretched, and closed the door to the single big room that housed his office-living area. 

He kicked off his shoes, popped an enzyme pill, snarled at the lights to dim themselves, and 

fell onto his cot.  

But not to sleep. Normally the slight rocking of the waterborne base sent him off in 

minutes; tonight rest would not come. Hammond tossed for a while, then made himself lie 

still with his eyes closed. Still no good. He was drum-tight, though motionless.  

Hammond swung his feet off the cot, scratched his belly, and shuffled over to his big 

room’s blank south wall. Two words turned it transparent: And there was Alexandria, 

modern Alexandria, hovering above the black Mediterranean like el-ad-Dinn’s celestial city 

in the Thousand Nights and a Night. As Hammond watched, an orbital packet soared upward, 

its running lights creating an abstract painting in the wine-dark waves.  

Hammond left the window and padded over to his desk. He accessed Central to see if 

his postdocs had completed their promised MS/CID/MS analysis of the silt-sample he had 

brought back. Yes, the spectra had been posted. Chemical results, silicon and oxygen. 

Molecularly, quartzite. Gross morphology, fine-grained rhyolite. Micromorphologically, a 

series of hollow spheres forty microns in diameter, with walls 500-900 nanometers thick. The 

crystalline surfaces enclosed 99% pure carbon dioxide. Little glass ornaments… 



Where had he seen such things before? Hammond closed the file and ordered Central 

to locate the echobug he’d left today. Waited a minute. Waited some more. Frowned. I am 

not detecting the tracking device, his desk murmured softly. The avatar on his screen seemed 

apologetic. Hammond shook his head in astonishment; he had never heard of such a thing. 

Echobugs were indestructible. You could find them under tons of silt. Nothing from here to 

hell could bury a ship that fast. 

 

Hammond had his next Tuesday that same Wednesday, the first time he had taken off 

two consecutive days in forty-one years. The instant the sky began to lighten he dressed, 

charged his twin tanks, washed down another enzyme pill with black coffee, grabbed a 

handful of echobugs, and got to work. Yesterday he had done what the ancients did when 

they used scuba, and fallen backwards into shallow water to start his swim. Today he took 

the base’s peritube, pressurizing as he fell, and entered the ocean directly at his transit depth, 

sixty meters below the surface. Ankle propulsors augmented his leg movements and shot him 

through the water at twenty klicks an hour. In forty minutes his wrist locator said he was 

smack over the wreck.  

Except no wreck was there.  There was only a swirling cloud of silt, worse than 

yesterday. No echobug transponsion, no visual, no ship. Nothing. 

This was beyond strange. It was frightening, weird, impossible. It brought to mind the 

tales the ancients told among themselves: Of ghost ships flickering out of reality, of captains 

cursed to wander in a cold salt sea. Hammond swam in circles till he risked disorientation, 

then went back to his peritube airlock at flank speed.  

This time his day off lasted over a year.  

 



Tuesday, 41 NineMonth, PE 2917: dawn. Hammond sat on the beach at Molokai and 

watched the South Pacific rollers crash in. A kilometer offshore they were still only three 

meters high. Then they felt the rough coral shelves and woke up raging at the land that barred 

their way. Up they mounted: Three storeys, four. The trade wind tore their tops to spume and 

drove the spume sideways; the waves hauled themselves vertical; their crests fell forward; 

then the great waves died in foam, gutted by the offshore reefs. Nothing but mild white surf 

slid over Hammond’s toes. 

Hammond had lost hope. No known technique had found his shipwreck - not ladar, 

sonar, SLR, not squat. What he had seen remained a ghost.  If it were real, no known effect 

explained how something that weighed fifty thousand tons could disappear and take an 

echobug along with it.  

At the request of colleagues increasingly prone to snigger, Hammond had endured 

medical tests from hippocampus scans to alpha-wave verification. His brain was fine, his 

sight was fine, the Mediterranean was fine, the laws of quantum-smear physics were fucking 

fine: And still no ship.  

So here he was, officially on vacation but unofficially a tottering professor far gone in 

dementia, gaping at the waves like a tourist and wondering what in the nine concentric circles 

of Hell had happened to his mind. Gone, was the consensus. That much had dribbled in to 

him from the low quantity and lower quality of his com notes. Success engenders envy, and 

Hammond intercepted envy in the same way that Molokai intercepted deep-sea waves. 

Smash bash crash, the Old One goes down! Who shall replace him?  Me me me me! I 

will be Dean, VP Research, Department Head, Principal Project Investigator! Worldwide 

icon, household name! Hammond? Did great things in his time of course, but no one lasts 

forever…Delusional in his latter years…Did you hear him rave about his Missing Ship? 

Frightening, actually: Count your blessings he never buttonholed you about it.  



Hammond sighed, watching the breakers. All that energy! Waves, lords of landless 

wastes, shattered in seconds by sand. Sand, ten-micron silicate spheres built grain by grain 

into a passive-aggressive juggernaut that levelled every blow the ocean sent it. 

Odd about beaches. They hadn’t seemed complex till human engineers tried to create 

them and found they couldn’t. One storm could wash away a decade’s work, thousands of 

truckloads, millions of tons of rock and sand. It took science a century to see what really 

made beaches. It wasn’t the roll and hiss of waves breaking: it was the Subtle and the 

Profound. Beaches required an additional current, a surge at right angles to the wavetrains, a 

compression wave that swept parallel with the shore every fifteen minutes. A current so tiny 

it was long ignored: But without it no beach on Earth, from ten-yard crescents to immense 

stretches like the one where Hammond now sat, could form.  

Currents, Hammond thought, chewing on the word. Hidden, subtle, profound, slow.  

Hammond put a hand on his chin. Something was wrong here. That paper he’d been 

meaning to write, the one speculating that rising seas could change long-interval currents. 

Could that affect the deposition of marine silt - covering things that had long long lain 

exposed? Deep-sixing even a transponder meant to fix them onto cartographic grids?  

Hammond looked at the waves: Beyond them, through them. Across the oceans to the 

sunken ship, then past it to the deep littoral off Alexandria. Bugger the freighter! The 

freighter would turn up eventually. He’d worried about the wrong thing. The real issue was 

where the glassy silt that rained upon the wreck was coming from. The freighter was well 

away from the delta; whatever gunk covered it must originate farther out. The silt-source 

must be past the Ptolemaic contours, past the New Kingdom and even the Old. And that 

source must by now be nearly bare, stripped by the high warm seas and changing currents. 

Wherever that strange silt had lain, whatever it had inundated before the sea arose and 

siphoned it away, would now stand clear for the first time in ages. Out on the shelf that 



underlay all history was the dig of digs: And it had excavated itself. It need only be visited to 

be found. 

And the silt. Its silvery lightness, the way it whirled like feathers even in still water. 

The way it would not settle. Its silicon component, its enclosed CO2. Rhyolite beyond doubt: 

Formed when volcanoes vomited red-hot lava at supersonic speeds. The ejecta shattered into 

pinpoint flecks and fell as pumice. It happened only in a truly monstrous explosion - 

Pumice. White as snow and more relentless. A snow-blizzard might dump sixty 

centimeters a day for three days; volcanic pumice could accumulate that much per hour for a 

month. Snowfall could briefly blanket a city; pumice could cover hundred-meter trees and fill 

big valleys rim to rim. Snow melted; in air, pumice grew as hard as stone. It choked living 

things in minutes, then fossilized them over millions of years. But underwater, pumice stayed 

as soft as talcum. It was forever silt.  

Hammond’s jaw sagged. Oh my God, he thought, I know what that silt is. I know 

where it comes from, what it fell on, what it uncovered, and what I’m going to find. I know 

the source of Egypt, Stonehenge, and Sumeria. 

 

And so he did. Hammond the oddball, Hammond the disgraced, Hammond who had 

walked away from the Alexandrian excavation without a word, the twin-scuba man, dotty old 

Two-Tank Hammond, returned a year and six days after he had disappeared. He walked the 

rolling corridors of his floating base, ignoring the stares and whispers of his fair-weather 

colleagues. He found his locker, extracted his equipment, and charged his breather tanks. He 

sensed Security dogging him, whispering urgently for backup and unsure of what to do. He 

went to the peritube, descended breathing pure oxygen at twenty atmospheres, snapped on 

his ankle propulsors, and shot away leaving a froth of bubbles and a cloud of consternation.  



Thirty minutes, forty-five, one hundred. At a hundred and one minutes and fifteen 

seconds - you can read it in the Nobel citation - Hammond swooped over an undersea ridge 

that had scanned as level seabed two years before. He saw the wide drowned valley that had 

lain beneath a hundred meters of volcanic pumice. He coasted to a halt, gulping and weeping 

in full scuba rig, and gazed on his immortality. For here was the Beginning. Ghost-white on 

the seafloor, stretching mile upon mile, rose the marble columns of Atlantis.  
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